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HuggingChat HuggingFace
Free and open, this app lets anyone experiment with open-
source large language models

Perplexity Perplexity AI, Inc. A chatbot-style search engine

ChatGPT OpenAI
The one you’ve seen in the news! Record-breaking amount
of users, competitive capabilites.

Gemini Google
Google users can use Gemini’s standalone chatbot or GenAI
features built into other Workspace tools

Claude Anthropic
Claude is similar to ChatGPT but places an emphasis on
safety in their marketing

Copilot Microsoft
Automation features for Microsoft 365, Bing search, and
Windows operating system

Magic School MagicSchool A suite of “magic tools” designed for teachers

Khanmigo Khan Academy
Similar to  ChatGPT but fine-tuned for the purpose of
assisting teachers and tutoring students

Q-Chat Quizlet Vocabulary practice tutor

AI CHATBOTS FOR TEACHERS AND TRAINERS
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Find more resources at AI for Learning and Work.

https://huggingface.co/chat/
https://www.perplexity.ai/
https://chat.openai.com/
https://gemini.google.com/
https://www.anthropic.com/index/claude-2
https://copilot.microsoft.com/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/edge/launch/newBinginEdge?form=MW00X7
https://www.magicschool.ai/
https://www.khanacademy.org/khan-labs
https://quizlet.com/labs/qchat
https://edtech.worlded.org/ai-for-education/
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Magic Studio Canva
AI-powered tools built into Canva with features like “Magic
Expand”, Text to Image, and more

Diffit Diffit A teacher tool that differentiates learning materials

PaceAI PaceAI
Uses GenAI to level learning materials for language learners
and provide extended practice opportunities and a tutor

Elicit Elicit
Automates research workflows like parts of a lit review and
exports to citation managers 

Autodraw + Quick, Draw! Google
See what neural networks and machine learning can do by
doodling. Check out the dataset.

ElevenLabs ElevenLabs, Inc.
Hear your sentence or script narrated by almost any voice,
create custom voices or choose from the voice library.

Riffusion Seth Forsgren and Hayk Martiros Enter some lyrics, choose a style, and generate a riff!

Spaces HuggingFace
For a deep dive, check out all the different AI tools created
by the HuggingFace community.

AI TOOLS AND TOYS FOR TEACHING AND TRAINING

*Many tools use a “freemium model”, giving access to advanced or new features to users that pay a premium.  Go to the website and find the “pricing” page, if there is one,
so you can see what features and storage you’ll have access to. And don’t forget, data is currency!!  
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https://www.canva.com/magic/
https://huggingface.co/chat/
https://web.diffit.me/
https://www.paceapp.ai/
https://elicit.com/
https://www.autodraw.com/
https://quickdraw.withgoogle.com/
https://quickdraw.withgoogle.com/data
https://elevenlabs.io/
https://www.riffusion.com/
https://huggingface.co/spaces
https://knowledge.wharton.upenn.edu/podcast/knowledge-at-wharton-podcast/barrett-data-as-currency/
https://edtech.worlded.org/ai-for-education/

